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The effects of five basic operations lasymmetrbation, complementation, duallz;tion, 
symmetrization, transitive closure) on binary relati Ins are examined. Identities between 
compound operations i;re developed (e.g. the symmetric part of the transitive closure of 
the complement of the transitive closure equals the transitive closure of the symme<ric 
ccjmplement of the transitive closure), ordering aspects of compound operations are 
noted,’ and it is shown that in addition to the empty ana znkersal relations at most 110 
different relations can be generated frdm a given binary relation by sequential applica- 
tii:ns of the five basic operations. Moreover, 110 is the least upper bound, and none of 
these 110 requires more than seven applic-ationc -f the basic operation!: for its exyres- 
sion. One of the potentially irreducible cornpour.d operations of length seven is cstcutc, 
the complement of the symmetric part of the kansitive closure of the complement of the 
asymmetric part of the transitive closure OC the complement. 
‘For any binary relatkn R on a nonempty set X lel aR, CR, dR, SRI and tR be 
respectively the asymmetrk part of R, the complement of R, the dual (convErse. 
inverse, transpose) of R, the symmetric part of R, and the transitive closure of R: 
aR={(x,y):(x,y)~R and (y,x)~R}=R~cdR, 
cR=XxX\R, 
dR = {(x, y) : (y, 4 E RI 
sR={(x,y):(x,y)~R and (y,x)~R}=RndR, 
tR={(x,y)dmH and z~,...,z,EX with x=zl,y=i:, 
and (Zi,zi+,)CR for J-2 ,..., m-1). 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the effects af sequential applisations of 
the operations in {a, c, ;, J, ;j cm binary relations. A COVIPOUPE~ operation is any 
nonempty finite sequence y1y2 l l l y,, with yi E [a, c, d, s, t} for all i, \qhere it is to 
be understood that ~~~~ l l - ey,,R = 11(y2( - - - (y,(R)) - - - )j. If y ar,d y’ are corn 
pound operxtions then y = y’ if and only if yR = y’R for every himple binary 
relation system (X. R). 
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f ,.~~~;~~~~~_~~l~~~~~~~~qn,is’ l@t& <o after Graham, Knuth and Motzkin [2], 
ref&rre&, ,t~ -here&&~ & &&h~ “This work shows that tctct = ctc& hence that at 
most 10 relations&n be generated from R by compound operations that use only 
c and& t9 na~<$;y-p_B(~ cG.R~~;,$R+R,. &qR$ c;tctR, CR, t& e@R, WCR and ctctm. 
$&f&&& @&& $&&$$ $..&$&& ~p&&~~:,@~~$$ .&iS@$ ;trirJ; .&&&&bns ion 
(X, R) $lm g&$4iiti&jglypi~~ &&iti@bt f$r fix3 ge&m&iti of, 90 3fferent relations 
are prese&A. C$QVI &t& a&o that at most i@ df&re& -relations can be obtained 
from Seq@en tiaI< 2pp$e@JoSs ,of -c,‘ t qri’d%& (the preceding 10 and their duals), and 
that at most 42 r&&i&s carI -be g&e&&d from cI 3 and r where P is the refie%ive 
closure opei ation: &Z = R 14 {(x$ x) : x E x). The iwfer is referred to GKM for 
further details on these axr cf related matters. 
The five operations usee in the eJnsuiug analysis were chosen partly because of 
thelir widespread use in .r’ndividu& aid g~ri;p decision theory [il. For example, if 
R is a form oB p reference c)r preference-indifference relation, then aH is the strict 
preference Ielation, and the symmetric complement of the strict preference 
relati22, scqR, ~a-11 be xrey.gd as one type ?of ~ir$@Iezrenee or:si@lar;cy relation. 
Furthermcze, kc&kc -is a~&~~ti~~~&ti~~~ .reh$ion %hat Ident@& coinponents of X 
rha t are internally connected by scaR. JUternatively, if R is +iexive then SR is 
often referred to .as the ind.iffereuee r ,latio& and &Z is sometimes called rJn 
incomparability relat&ionI qr sup$ose that R is a &pie majority relation with xRy 
if and only if al least as mariy voters pefer x to y as prefer y to x. Then t@R has 
the effect of gathering together all candid tes or alternatives within strict simple 
majority eycl;es, and ataR is a strict partial order on thz candidates that represents 
one way [s] of ordering a po?:entially chaotic situation. Furthermore, &xt~~R, 
wI;iich is a weak order as defined later, is a version of complete order that reflects 
hints of order within the origin,al relation R. Needless to say, examples like these 
c:an be drawn from any Context in which binary relations are relevant. 
The pape:* is divided into two ma& pazts. The next section examiues the 
structure of compound operations. It identifies a number of identities betw(:cn 
com!pound operations - :-he most involved of which might be s&t = &cc i.e. the 
symmetric prt of the transitive closure of the complement of the transitive 
closure equals the transitive closure of the symmetric omplement of the transztive 
closure -and comments on equivalences and ordering relations involved in the 
analysis of compound operations. : v 
The final section then examines families of binary relations &hat are gent,rated 
by compound operations. Since the empty reiation 113 and the universal relation 
x X A: always arise from (X, R), by asR and casR respectively, 3ve shall find it 
convenient o work with 
3(X, R) = {yR : yR& (0, X x X} ;ind y is a compound operation}. 
It will be proved that 3(X. R) never contains more thsn 110 different relations 
ilr: >I = 110 for some (.X, R). Sitniisl results will be established for 
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special classes of binary relatior,s such as symmetric and transitive reldtiqns 
(Ig! s 21, transitive relations (I@l s 28) and asymmetric relations (lB1~42). In 
eAch case we shall identify the relations in .9(X, R) w;len 18(X, R)[ attains the 
maximum value. 
As a potentially interesting corollary to the general results developed later, we 
nott< here the frequency of the shortest compound operations that generate the 
maximum S(X, .!?). Given 198(X, R)l= 110, let ykk be the number of relations in 
3(X, R) that can be generated from R by a sequence of k operations but cannot 
be generated from R by any sequence of fewer than k operations. Then 
bb, 4, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, k) = (L5,G 20,27,25, 164). 
Hence the longest compound operation that is needed hJs length seven. The four 
compound operations for n7 = 4 are CSCZZ~, w:tctc, cstcata and cstcatc. 
2. Structure 
This section presents ider::ities between compound operations and examines the 
structures of several key corn binations. We begin with four elementary but 
important lemmas. Each it:x;na holds for all systems (X, R) for which R is a 
binary relation on set X. 
Lemma 2A yyR= R for each cr E {c, d}, and yy = y for all y E (a, S, t}. 
Lemma 2.2., dy = yd for all -,I 6: (a, c, s, t}, and ac = ad. 
Lemma 2.3. sys = ys for all y E (a, c, d, t}, asR = 0, and ds = S. 
Lemma 2.4. tyt = yt for all y E {a, ctc, d, s). 
Except for tctct = ctct, which is proved in GKM a;rd 1s considered! chnr rly. the 
proofs of these lemmas arc straightforward and wil! be emitted. 
Le--ma 2.1 presents identities for a repeated operation. Lemma :!.2 notes that 
d commutes ‘with the other operations and t!-.at the asymmetric part of &e 
complement of a relation is the asymmetric part of the du:l ni that relation. 
Lemma 2.3 says that if R is symmetric thel. so is -$? for a!l 1 E {a, c, d, t} and 
hence for all compound y. Moreover, asR is obviously c;i~pty. Lem*ma 2.4 asserts 
that if R is transitive then aR, dR, sR and ctcR are transitive too. Consequently, 
is a strict partial 0 is an ecpwalence if 
it is reflexive. 
(i) no ii~ra-tisn is ac?jacent to itseif irr *I; 
(ii) none of trc, tat* tc:ct, tdt and tst is a piece of L)O; 
(iii) y has at most one d which, if present, appears at ths: left end of y (by 
convention); 
(iv) y has at most one s ; 
(v) if s appears in ^y then CL dever appeak to the left or s in ‘1, SQ is not a piece 
of ‘y, and d does not appear in ‘y. , ~ 
Tlmrem 26 3 (X, R) = [{R) U (yR : y is a baslic cumpovnd opefution~]\{$j, X2). , 
Prmf. Let y be any compound operation for which yR6 {0, R, X2}. If y contains 
more tha3 one s then, by Lemma 2.3 arid its extension, all but the right-most s 
SC it3 lu9ldant and can be deleted so that y thus reduced satisfies (iv). Moreover, 
II neve:r z.ppears to the left of s for otherwise yR = 0. Now apply Lemmas 2.1,2.2 
and 2.4 to reduce y further under the convention that an UC piece is always 
replaced >y ad and all d are moved to the left end. If s is present in the redbued y 
thezr all L! can be deleterd since they are redundant. When no further reductions 
are possitk undjzr these Lemmas, the reduced y must satisfy (i) through (iii), sa is 
not a piece of tht: reduced y since otherwise yR = 0, and if s is present then d will 
not be prc:sent. 
‘Iheorz.3 2.6 r,ays that the tree of binary relations built from R using only basic 
compound operittions coirtains everything i,- -3(X, R). Constructions in the next 
section will be based on this fact. 
2.1. Strmg components au-f p;teak orders 
For any partition 2 of X and any binary relation R on X we define the 
asymmetric bin;jry relation &k on J? by A _&i’ iff A, B E 2, A % B, A x I3 s R and 
(BxA)nR=& W e s a say that &Q on X is a mixed weak order if and only if h 11 
there I=xists a partition 2 of X such that R on J? BS a linear order (asym.metric, 
transitive, and complete in the sense that A f la 3 A&3 or Bk\) and far every 
A f 2 either d\ X A E R or (A X A) f’lR =18. ~4 mixed weak order for which 
AX:RC1< f or al! A E 2 will be called ;x weak. crder, and an asymmetric mjtxed 
we9k c?:der t A x A n 3 = 0 for all A z 2) will $C called a strict weak order. It is 
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easily verified that R is a weak order if and only if it is reflexive, transitive and 
complete (xJ y _?4 xRy or )Rx), and that R is a strict weak order if and only if it 
is asymmetric and negatively 01 z2sit;. ‘2 (x, y, z E X and xRt 3 xRy or yRz). The 
equivalerrce that d&nes 2 for a weak order R is the symmetric part of R, sR, and 
the equivalence that defines 2 fol: a strict weak order R is the symmetric 
complement of R, scR. In other words, Ji = X/sR fat. a weak order R, and 
2 = X/scR for a strict weak order 3% 
Our first weak order result for compound opcsations mvolvti::, the transitive 
closure of the complement of the ssymmetric part of R. 
Lemma 2.7. tcuR is a weak order, and atcaR anti CUR are the duals of each other 
and are strict weak orders. 
Proof. Since caR is reflexive and complete, tcaR is reflexive and complete: and is 
therefore a weak order since it is transitive. Then atcaR is obtained from tcaR !zty 
removing the ordered pairs in the symmetric part of tcaR, i.e. by deleting the 
double arcs between distinct points and deleting the loops within each equivalence 
class in X/stcaR. it fnllnws that adcaR is a strict weak order. Finally, using Lemma 
2.2, datca = adtca = actca = ctca since the complement of a weak order is asym- 
metric. 
We now consider anozher type of strict weak order that arises from R b:q 
applying t first to R. To approach this we shall le: - R equal t’re union of stR and 
the identity relation ((x, x) : x E X), so that - R is an equivalence OI! Y. Fol!owirg 
GKM and standard terminology, the equivalence classes in XR = X,’ - R are the 
strong components of (X, R). With > R defined on XR by A :> @ iff A, B E 
X,, A f B and A X B c tR, it follows that > R on XR is a strict partisl order with 
A > .I3 iff (x, y)~ tR for some (and hence for all) x E A and y E B. For each 
equivalence- class A E &, A X A c tR if jA122, and if IA\ = 1 with A =(x} then 
(x, X)E tR if and only if (x, J$ E R. 
Consider next the effect @f taking the transiiisz closure of the complement of 
> R. Since > R on Xi* IS asl’mmetric, we ~(IICJ~ :;c‘~ f .emms 2.7 that IC > H is ;i 
weak order over the stron;; components in XR_ and each equivalence class in 
X&tc ‘2 R is composed of c ne or more stron, ,-, components of (X, W). The union 
of the strong components within such a class is called a weak componenf of (X, Rj 
by SKM. Let A” be a weak component of (X, R). Then A* x A* c_ tctR if, and 
only if, either r4* includes two or more strong components of (X. R) or cfse A” is 
a singleton {x) and (x, x)~’ R. Otherwise - if rhc weak component A* is :j stro 1~ 
component with IA*1 3 2 or if /Lf\, * = (w} and (x. x \ E Hz -- then i ;Z” x .J’\ *) f? tcr’F% -=- i’). 
((Tf. Theorem 2 of GMM.) 
The first part of I.,emma 2.8 is immediate from. the preceding discussion (each 
element %&t @I~~+QU@&MI, of, X that defines this mixc$l weak order is a weak 
c~ixxpo&$t Q;f (,X~‘R’]) sn,d, the second part follows fro& the definition of a s&t 
weak &e:r. _ I%@$ ‘also that-the t~ans&.ivity of ct&, 8s in Lemma 2.4+ follows 
directly frrBm the fact that tcta;(. is a mixed weak order, In fact, ctcctR is also a 
mixed weltk order. 
We corxlude this section with two more identities between compound opera- 
tions that are essential for our construction in the next section. The first of these is 
z:\ identity between strict weak orders. 
LernmrB 2.9. atcat = Gztct. 
Plot As noted after the proof of Lemma 2.7, -tR induces a strict partial order 
vver the strong coz?pcn_ents of (X, I?). It follows that the only difference between 
tR and &- is that, _ for each strong component A for which A x A z 
tR, (A X A) $1 atR = @. Himze, when tc is applied to the induced strict partial 
ordier in s$x+~ng components, we get the same weak order on the strong compo- 
nents regardless of whether the strict part al order is associated with tR or atR. It 
follows that the orjy difference between tcatR and tctR is that, for some weak 
components A’$ A* X A* E tca& and (A* X A*) n tctR = fl. The final a then 
erases this differ&tce so that at<:atR = a.tctR, 
Our fin;rl identity concerns the ability to commute s and t. It is true in general 
that tsR E; stR, but in many cases this inclusion will be proper. The next lemma 
plates ant fase in whic:~t tb _Q, i3Jusion is tin equahty. 
LeDwga 2.10. stct = tsct. 
Pr&. Given R, let strong and weak components of (X, R) be as defined prior to 
Lemma 2.8. We need to show that stctR c_ tsctR. l3y the discussion preceding 
Lemma 12.8, (x, y)~ stctR if and only if (i) x and y are in the same weak 
component and this weak component Includes two or more strong components, or 
(ii) ;I = y and {x} is a weak component (hence also a strong component) for which 
(x, x) Ic R. 
Now consider tsctR. With respect I;3 the %iot pzrtral order > R on XR, we have 
Ax > J3 for strong components A and B if, ard only if, either ~4 = B or else 
A f B and neither A > RB nor B > RA. Id; follows that if A* is a weak component 
t-bt includes strong components A and B with A# I3 then there must be an 
Cl- ;c ri path between i-! and B, so that A* x A* G swtR. (In particular, the shortest 
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c > R path from 11 to B must be an sc > R path.) This shows that stctR E tsctfi for 
case (i) of the preceding paragraph. If (ii) 1:01ds, with (x> a weak and strong 
component of (X, R), then with Y = (y : yKx and not (xRy)) and 2 = {z : XRZ and 
not (zRx)}, Y anti 2 must partition 4u \ {x) with (z, y) & R for all (y, z) E Y x Z. In 
this case if (x, x)nl I? then (x, x) ti tR, hence (JC, x) E sctR and (x, x) F tsctR. There- 
fore sfcfR G tsctR. 
3. Fadb Bf gegremled relations 
F<br each simple: binary rt!ation system (X, R), let N(X, R) = /9(X, R)[ SO that 
N(X, R) is tl:E: number of binary relations on X, excluding fl zrd X2, that can be 
generated from I;! by sequential al plications of operations in (u, c, d, S, 0. The 
eventual purpose of this sectk,n 1s to prove that N(X, R)s 110 for all (X, R), to 
show that 110 is the best general bound O;I Pd, and to identify the 110 relations in 
98(X, R) when %‘(X, R) = 110. In the meantime we shall develop sim’lar results 
for special types of binary relations such as strict partial orders and weak orders. 
To facilitate statements of the results let 
N(C) = rnax {N(X, R) : R satisfies co!rdition C} 
Se(C) = tile set of relations in 98(X, R) for every (X, R) 
for which R satisfies C and N(X, R) = N(C), 
where C is a condition that identifies a special type of binary relation. In what 
follow; we shall say that R on X is connected if and only if t(R U dR) = X2, Our 
list of results begins with symmetric relations and then goes on to more involved 
conditions. 
Theorem 3.1. N (symmetric and transitive) == 2 and % (symmelric and 
transitive) = {R, CR}. N (symme6ric and connected) = 4 and % (symmetric and 
connected) = {R, CR, tcR, ctcRj. N (symmetric and not connected) = 4 and % (sym- 
metric and not connected) = {R, CR, tR, ctR}. 
Proof First let R be symmetric and transiti de. If R is conrlected also then R = X’ 
and Pd(X, R) = 0. With R not connected, 5~ that REAxAU(X\~~~X(X\A) 
for some nonempty proper subset A of X. it iollows that CR is connected ;nd 
tcR =X2. Since, by Lemma 2.3, only c and t can be applied to a symmetric 
relation to obtain a new relation (other tharl fl or X’), we see th;t N = 2 with 
B = {R, CR; as asserted in the first part of Theorem 3.1. 
Suppose next that R is s;lmmetric and connected. Then iR = X7. From CR we 
then get tcR, which is symmetric and transitive and hence, by the preceding 
paragraph, can give rise only to ctc R as a new relation. Thus B (symmetric ar,d 
‘IMwrem 3JL IV (~e&mk) = 6 lan cl 92 (wwk order) = (R, dR, CR, aR, sR, c.&). 
N (s&t weak order) = 6 and $8 (strict weak order) = {R, dR, CR: dcR, scR, cscR). 
Pm& Sqqme f&se that P is a weak crder (r&zxive, transitive, complete) that is 
not an equiv&ence, for otherwise I;! =: X2. Their dR; CR, aR and SR are all 
different than one aaoth:r ,a@ front p,, R and A?, and s;R. is symmetric and 
transitive So that, by Th&rem 3.1, it @k~ rise fu -ther to By ‘Ikorem 
2.6, only is 
uird transitive, tie only relation it generafe undsy as 
through 2.3 and 2.6 is eq J.& _?R t&_ Cast ,. Moreover, 
daR *XT& md I?p, &d~ 66 any n ;w 
It seen 5% (weak = dR, CR, aR, sR, CSR} c very nontri- 
vial order. 
i%pp~~e n xt that ‘i?: is a strict weak order (asyarlmetric and negaj ively transi- 
tive, k&rd therefore transitive) that is not empty. Then from R we first get dR and 
CR. Using Theorem 2.6 (dR need not be extended !urther and ac is never used), 
it follows Tom the fact that CR is a weak aider and from the preceding paragraph 
that CR WI give rise farther only to dcR, scR and cscR. It is easily the eked that CB 
(stricf weak order) = {R, dR, CR, dcR, scR, cscR) for every nonempty strict weak 
order. 
Our next theorem ~!ezJs with strict partial orders. 
gheorenr 3.3. N (asy~nmetic, transit&, not connected) = 8 and !%I @yPnrrsetn’c, 
transit& not conn~~red) = (R., dR, CR, dcR, SCR, cscR, t&R, ctcscR}. N (asym- 
metric, transitive?;, connected) == 12 and $8 (asymmetric, transitive, CI mnected j = 
{R, dR, CR, dcR, scR, cscR ; tcR, dtcR, ctcR, atcR, stcR, cstcR). 
Pro&. Suppose first that R is a nonconnected strict partial order. TL YI dR and 
cR can be diRerent han R. Proceed;ng from CR, we next get dcR ant se13 since 
tl:Ii = X2. Finally, since scR is connested, Theorem 3.1 says that the only other 
re;l;rtians that can be gotten from it are cscR, ?cscR and cltcscR RGs gives 
SB = {.R, dR, CR, dcR, SCR, cscR, tcscR, ctcscR} since these eight rclatic ns ,dre all 
different and not equa! to $9 or X2 when R = {(x, y.4) on X = {x, y, 23. 
Suppose next that R is a connected strict parti:il order. Then, proceeding as 
before, we get QR, CR, dcR, s&T atid; in addition, tcK. By’ Lemma 2.3, tc.R is a 
weak order; hence by Theorem 3.2, at most five ~CW relations can be gotten from 
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tcR, namely dtcR, c&R, atcR, SKR and cstcR. This kaves scR to consider fllrther 
which, by Theorem 3.1, can yield cscR and perhaps { tcscg, ctcscfi) if scR. is 
connected or (tseR, ctscR} if scR is not connected. However, tscR = stcR by 
Lemma 2.10 (and s#cR has already been obtained), and if 1x12 2 and scR 
connected then cscR is connected and tcscR = X2. Thi;refore no more= than the 
relations that are &o~n in the last part of Theorem 3.3 can be obtained from 
e;xcepting 8 and X” of course. The following R on four points, written 
i,ncidencc matrix form, shows that aI1 12 can be realized without duplicatron. 
iS 
12 
P 3 
in 
f 
1000 
scR = I 0101 ,OOH cscR = 
lo111 
( 0111 
ctcR = 
0000 
0000 
atcR =: 
~0000 
l010 0111 
1100 
tcR = o~~l 
,lOOO 0111 
0000 (1000 lo111 
1000 
1900 
stcR -= 
1 )O(b 
%ri;wrem 3.4. N (transitive) = 28 and 28 relations irt SB (transitive) are shown in 
Fig. 1. 
Iproof. Given transitive R, the fir it step gives dR, tiR, CR and sR. Since sR is 
symmetric and transitive it ieads only to csR according to thl? first par of Theorem 
3.1. Since aR is a strict partial order, it can yield at roost 12. nt:w relations 
(including itself) as in the latter part oC Theorem 3.3, and to get all 12 ,3f these aR 
must be connected. 
This leaves CR to consider further. Since we do not apply (Z to CR (Theorem 
2.6), it gives dcR, tcR and scR in the first sFep. By Theorem 3.1, xl? can give rise 
to cscR and either {tcscR, ctcscR} if scR is connected or (tscR, ctscR) if YCR is noi 
connected. However, if R is connected-which must be true ‘f c!? is to be 
connected and yield 12 relations as ;n the upper part of Fig. I rather than 8 3s in 
the first part of Theorem 3.3 - then it is easily seen that tcscR == X2, which is vA;j 
tscR and ctscR are listed after scR in Fig. 1. 
ThFris leaves tcR tc consider further. In the first step, ;cK gives rise to &CR and 
crc:A as shown on Fig.. ‘I, and t(> stcR and atcR. However, stcR = tscR by %:mma 
2.10 and tscR has, ahwdy be I listed. In add&on at<!3 -- atca!? ‘-y Ler. : a 2.9, 
and afcA appear ‘c_ 011 the $igrlre after tcaR. (If ah! xvtx-e VJI xjnr!x,t .B then 
a&z& WC&&$, not ?zq cfistect in &he upper qart of the figure since it is empty, but in 
this case &I$$ *@&II so. t&at a&R would not be listed after HZ.) 
This ~&WS &R to conCier fwther. Since ctcjR_ is transitive according to 
Lemma 2.4%ndke do not apply a to ctcR., it yields &CR and scfcR. Since the 
latter of %e:se is ymmetric and transitive, it leads only to csctcR according to 
Theorem 3.1. 
It remains only to provide an example which shows that all 28 relations in Fig. 
1 can be gene-rated from a transitive R without duplication. This will be done as 
part of’ *he next prz-f, 
Thearem 3.5. N (asy?nmetk) = 42 and fhe 42 re&ioru in @ (asymmetric) ~zre 
ShoWlZ in Fig. 2. 
Roof. Given asymmetric R, the %st step :)lields dR, tR and CR. From fR it is 
possible (see later example) to generate the 28 relations from Fig. 1 with R there 
replaced. by tR. This leaves CR for furthi:r consideration, yielding. &R, SCR and 
tcR in the @rst step. Theorem 3.1, with W-R not connected, gives rise to cscR, tscR 
and cd~c.IC If SCR were connected then,, sixe CR = dR U SCR because R is 
asymmeu-ic, tcR would equal X2, which ob&erate:i the six rciaiit,ms sholvn at the 
ba)om of’ Fig. 2. Fin;rll~, since. t$R isa weak OI der according to Lemma 2.7, we 
get the six rel~tioiis:‘&’ the b~ttorn bf ‘Fig. 2. Therefore an asymmetric R can 
generate at most 42 relations other than B ~rd X”. The following W-point R 
showy th a11 32 relations call ht; +htained fmx an asymme*cric relation without 
OperutioEs on bhary relations 17 
\ 
dcR . 
/ 
cscR 
CR scR ’ 
\ 
\ tscR - c tscR 
dtcR 
/ tcR yatcR 
\ ctr.K 
\ 
s tcR 
\ 
cstcR 
Fig. 2. 9 (asymmetric) 
duplication: 
R =: 
‘3011111111 
0010111111 
0001111111 
0100111111 
0000010011 
0000001011 
0000100011 
0000000010 
1 0000000000 
L 0000000000 
The 42 distinct relations that are ger,r:rated from this R are presented in the 
Appendix. 
With Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 on hand we are now able to complete the final step 
in our progression. Two theorems will be used. The first of these identifies the 
maximum generated set of relations. 
Theorem 3.6. N(X, R) s 110 jar ail simple binary relation systems (X, R), ar,d if 
N(X, R) = 110 then the relations in 48 (X, R ,I are: 
R, dR, sR, csR, tsR, ctsR; 
CR, dcR, scR, CSCR, tscR. ctscR; 
28 relaticns on Fig. 1 with R th.ere replaced by tR ; 
28 relations on Fig. 1 with R there replaced by k-R; 
28 relations un Fig. 1 with R th.ere replaced by taR ; 
14 relations on Fig. 2 that me not in the box with R cw Fig. 2 repiac~d by OR. 
tR and the other 29 relations 
tcR and the other 27 relationa from 
\ 
scR - cscR 
Fig. 3. @(X, R) when N(x, R)= 110 
P/rwk Using previous results and Theogem X6., our tree cons@otion routi:: 
sk~9 that the gre&est number of d@ererN bincry relati&s tbat-&ti be generatetl 
fram R are the KW reMions sh&ti in Fig. 3, Mh 0 and XiE orn&xi as usual. Thfz 
only remainiilg concern about thq &jure ‘is’ the use of ts.22 and c&R after sR which, 
by Theorem 3.1, presumes that qR’ is not connected, and the use of @CR and ctscR 
abfeer SCR, which presumes that s& is not connected. If SR were connected then 
X = X” and we would lose all 28 relations in the tR box of Fig. 3, Likewise, if 
x.R were connected then ZiiIZ =-X% Therefore the maximum result can only be 
obtained With the relation& shown &I the figure. 
Our finat theorem prdcbvidqs one procedure for generating 110 relations from a 
given re?ation that is constrixted in a c&tain way from an csymrnetric binary 
reIation P on Y that has N(Y, P) = 42. Since such a P exists by Theorem 3.5, th+ 
final theorem demonswates that the upper bound of 110 in Theorem 3.6 can in 
f zt be attained. . 
heorem 3.7. Let P be an asymmetric binary, relation on a set Y sucfa that 
i Ji Y. P) = 42. Let Y’ be Q disjoint copy of Y with xk ‘I” cormspmding to x E Y, 
and define P’ on Y’ by (x’, y’) E P’ if and mly if (x, y) E I” Finally, let X = Y U Y’ 
and define R OPZ X by 
R=PUcP’U(YxY’). 
7%en N(X, W) = 110. 
Operations on binary relations 
R-f. Given the hypotheses of the theorem, consider 
as follows: 
R in incidence matrix frrrm 
Y Y’ 
I 
YP 1 I Y’ 0 CP’ 
our task is to show that the 110 inch !ence matrices that correspond to the 1 IO 
relations listed in Theorem 3.6 are all different and that none of them corresponds 
to 8 or XX X. ‘FdJ*ards this end we first define four subsets of relations generated 
from (Y, P): 
S, = (P, dP, 8, Y’I, 
S2 = {cP, dcP, scP, cscP, tscP, ctscp}, 
S, = {tcP, dtcP, stcP, cstcP, ctcP, atcP, 9, Y’}, 
S4 = the 28 different relations on Y from Fig. 1 with R there replaced by tB. 
Apart from &9 and Y2, the 42 relations in S1 through S, are the 42 relations shown 
on Fig. 2 with R there replaced by P. Hence SI n S2 = S1 n S4 = S2 n S3 = S2 n S4 = 
8. Moreover, it is easily seen that each Si is self-dual so that no relation in S2 is 
the dual of a relation in S1, and no relation in S3 is this dual of a relation in S4. 
Let S{ be the copy of Si for (Y’, P’) so that, for example, Si = 
{P’, dP’, pl, Y’x Y’}. Now consider the first four lines of relations generated from 
R as enumerated in Theorem 3.6. There are 68 of these as follows, where si E Si 
and SUE Si: 
28 from tcR = 
Clearly, the relations within each of these I’our classes are diflerent and none 
equals $9 or X2. Moreover, since S, n S2 = $3, the fkt two classes are disjoint snd, 
for similar reasons, all four classes are mutually disjoint. Fcv exar_@e, the first 
and fourth classes are disjoint since S$ f~ .Si = $4. Therefore these 68 1 zlatlons m-t 
all different. 
Finally, consider the 42 different relations generakd KIWI 
f ‘-%&) : , ‘I . ,‘,/ ./ )_ . 
< 1. -_ 
$.I,, 2’ 
. ; :. 
I , 
._ ; ~~~~~~~~~ 
- 1, .;.>-_- 
.: ..;z ~ ’ 
1 , . 3.. 
>,i.~-x * 
j 
(’ 
&&, ~&e~p&@t~ ‘& t&$k~~ &k~in the enumekion of Theorem 3.6. Since 
&&I Q:E the& ‘42 has the prupirty that the lower right relation on Y’ from dP’ is 
the duarr$ Of the wpy of the upper ieft relation on Y frcm P, and this is not true for 
any of t&G 68 relations oa X considered in [he preceding patagraph (no relation in 
S$& this duaki kopy of a relation in S1, and RO forth), it follsws thr;c ai1 110 
refatiuus are diifkrent. 
We list here the 42 diflfererit relations generated from the asymmetric relation 
R presented at the end of the proof of Theorem 3.5. Boldface numbers identify 
dimensionalities of submatrices, 
0011111l.~! 
001011111l 
OOOlllil~1 
0100111111 
0000010011 
0000001013, 
0000100G11 
GGGOM!W 1 !: 
1100000000 00211! 1111 1100000000 
I i 00300000 0G1115ll.11 11G0000000 
0010000000 1101111111 0(410000000 
0001000000 1110111111 0001000000 
0000100100 1111011011 8000111111 
0OGG0l0100 1111101011 0000111111 
0G000011i)0 l1l1110011 0000111111 
ocW13.1101 1111000010 0000111111 
8000000011 1111111100 0000111111 
GOGOOOGlll 1111111000 0000111;11 
SCR 
0000000000 
0001000000 
_Il@j(j~~gj() 
1010000000 
11E.1001000 
11~1100tmo 
11110100~~ 
Id P 1 QOC,CbOO 
1100000000 1111111111 
110lGG0000 1110111111 
1110000000 OUi‘;lllrnlll 
1011000000 0101x11111 
1l522101108 0000110111 
51111101@0 0000011111 
1113Gl:‘.‘~00 ~!000101111 
r,illfl -lb, h1OGQlP111l 
1323lI’fOO 14121111131 0000000011 
1131:41000 ~111131111 0000000111 
rcR CR dcR 
cscR tscR 
00111111l1 
OOllllllal 
1lGl111111 
1Iz0P11111 
1 I 11000000 
1111000000 
1111000000 
1111000000 
1111000000 
Wl1000000 
ctscR 
46 
4 10 11 00 01 10 01 
6 11 -+ 01 10 00 01 10 
tcR dtcR ~,tcR ctcR ml? cetc:S2 
Operations on binary reh fions 
I.33lll 
1 011111 000000 000000 lllill 011111 
3 011111 110000 010000 101311 001111 
3 001011411000 001000 110111 @00011 
3. 00001~ 110000 000000 111111 000010 
1 000000 111100 OOOO~(P 1m11 000000 
1 000000 111000 000000 llllil 000000 
tR dtR stR cstR ntR 
133111 
1 ~~0~0~ ~~~000 111!11 itJk:flQO 011111 
3 100000 110000 011111 010~c~0 !01111 
3 110000_111100 001111 001100 1113011 
a 110000 111101 00111z 001101 110010 
I 111100 111111 000011 0~~0011 111100 
1 111000 111111 000111 000111 lllOO0 
datR catR dcatR scatR cscatR 
136 
1 100 111 000 011 200 011 
3 110 011 100 Cl01 iii0 101 
6 111 001 110 000 001 110 
tcatR &cd? atcafR ctcatR stcatR cstcmR 
133111 
1 100000 1111111 1ooooi) OlH11 
3 100000 001111 000000 lllill 
3 110300 000111 0c0100 111011 
1 111501 001111 001101 110010 
1 111111 000011 000011 111100 
1 111111 000111 Ooolal 111000 
ctdi QctR scm CWR 
UXII~W iA vaiuable discussions on the 
..)’ 
s\_l \ . 
. . % 
: 
